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This invention relates to devices for tightening the lac 
ings of boots and shoes, and particularly the lacings of 
boots used by skiers and skaters. 

It is a common experience of both the skier and skater 
that after a short period of skiing or skating the boot lac 
ings loosen so as to interfere with the proper control of 
the skis or skates. ‘This requires that an attempt be made 
with cold ?ngers to untie the lacings, draw them up 
tighter, and then retie. This process not only occasions 
discomort but usually fails to produce the desired de 
gree of tightness. Skiers and skaters experience ditii 
culty in drawing the laces su?iciently tight, that is, cinch 
ing up the laces when the boots are ?rst put on and be 
fore the lacings are tied. 

In accordance with my invention I provide a device for 
tightening boot lacings and holding them in tightened 
condition which comprises a body having a stem portion 
with a hook at one end and a handle portion at the oppo 
site end, the stem of the device being su?iciently slender 
and having approximately parallel sides so that the hook 
portion can be worked or inserted beneath a cross piece 
of the boot lacing and then the stem portion slid or ma 
nipulated beneath the cross piece whereupon, by turning 
the device, a bight is ?rst formed in the cross piece and 
then a twist, with the result that a very considerable ten 
sion is applied to the lacing which draws the lacing 
through the loops, eyes, or hooks on the shoe so as to 
tighten the lacing and cause the boot to hug the foot more 
snugly. Means such as one or more side hook or catch 
members is provided on my device which are engageable 
with an adjacent or nearby cross piece of the boot lacing 
so as to prevent twist in the lace from unwinding and 
thereby maintaining or holding the lacing in tightened 
condition. 

This device is held securely and safely in position on 
the boot by the engagement of the stem with the bight of 
the twist, the hook preventing the stem from slipping 
free of the cross piece, and by the engagement of the 
catch hook with the adjacent cross piece, so that there 
is no danger of losing the device during subsequent skiing 
or skating. 
The invention and the device constructed according 

thereto will be better understood by considering the ac 
companying drawings ‘and the following more detailed 
description. 

In these drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of the boot lacing tightening 

device; 
FIG. 2 is a side view thereof; 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a boot with the device 

applied thereto; 
FIGS. 4, 5 and 6 illustrate a modi?ed form of the 

boot lacing tightening device, FIG. 4 being a plan view, 
FIG. 5 a side view, and FIG. 6 an end view looking in 
the direction of the arrows 6——6 of FIG. 5; 
FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 are views which are similar respec 

tively to FIG. 4, 5 and 6 but illustrate another modi?ca 
tion of the device, and FIG. 9 being a view looking in the 
direction of the arrows 9—9 of FIG. 8; and 
FIGS. 10 and 11 are fragmentary plan views of a boot 

lacing, drawn to an enlarged scale and showing the for 
mation of the bight by the manipulation of the tightening 
device. 

Referring ?rst to FIGS. 1 and 2 the boot lacing tighten 
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2 
ing device includes a body comprising the stem portion 
or member 29, a hook or toe portion 21 terminating in a 
tip 21', and a handle portion 22. These three parts are 
in one piece and are of strong, sti?? metal such as steel, 
and desirably stainless steel. The stem portion 20 may 
be round or rectangular in cross section, but advan 
tageously is rectangular, and its horizontal width is some 
what greater than its thickness. However, the corners 
are rounded and smooth and the entire device is polished 
so that it may be slid or worked readily beneath the boot 
lacing. Also both the upper and lower surfaces of the 
stern are parallel with one another as well as the side 
edges for the same purpose, namely, to facilitate the 
manipulation of the device with respect to the lacing. 
The hook portion is bluntly pointed as indicated in FIGS. 
1 and 2 for the same purpose. Projecting laterally from 
the stem is one or more side or catch hook members 23, 
each terminating in a tip 23’. 

In FIG. 3 the boot 24 has a conventional lacing of raw 
hide or any desired material which is criss-crossed and 
threaded through conventional loops 25 at the lower por 
tion of the boot and hooks 26 at the upper portion. The 
lacing is tied in a knot 27 at the top of the boot. In using 
the tightening device the hook portion 21 is inserted be 
neath one of the cross pieces 28 of the lacing and by hori 
zontal turning of the device a bight 29 (FIG. 10) is 
formed in the cross piece. 

In FIG. 10 the tightening device has been rotated clock 
wise through a half turn starting a twist in the lacing and 
thereby exerting tension or pull which is imparted to the 
portions of the cross piece 28 on both sides of the device 
and thence to the nearby sections or" the lacing. This one 
half turn may tighten the laces sufficiently, in which case 
catch hook members 23 is engaged with the next or ad 
jacent cross piece 30, as shown in FIG. 10. It will be 
understood that the lacing tension in the two parts of 
cross piece 28 tends to unwind the twist and rotate the 
tightening device in a direction to cause side hook mem 
ber 23 to bear more ?rmly against cross piece 30. 

In the event that a half turn does not produce su?icient 
tightening of the lacing, the device may be rotated a 
complete turn or through several turns as indicated in 
FIGS. 3 and 11 to ‘form a twist 31 having several strands 
before engaging the catch hook 23 with another lacing 
cross piece. As shown in FIG. 3 the catch hook has 
been engaged with a cross piece which is above twist 31 
on the shoe. This is usually the convenient position as 
the handle 22 is directed upwardly, but if desired, the 
tensioning device may be left in a downward position with 
the catch book 23 engaged with a cross piece which is 
below the twist. 

In the modi?ed and advantageous form of the tighten 
ing device which is shown in FIGS. 4—6, the stem mem 
ber 20a is ?attened in cross section, that is, it is con 
siderably wider in its horizontal dimension as shown in 
FIG. 4 than in its vertical dimension, as shown in FIGS. 
5 and 6. Also, the stem member 20a terminates in a .toe 
portion 21:: which not only is bent or curved upwardly to 
facilitate engagement with the lacing but is wider laterally 
than the stem 2% and has a side projection 32. terminat 
ing in a tip 32’ (FIG. 6), which is especially eifective in 
preventing the device from becoming disengaged from 
the shoe and lost during skiing or skating. 
At its opposite end stem portion 20a has an integral 

head portion 33 to provide a handle of extensive dimen 
sions to facilitate the manipulation of the device in 
‘tightening the lacing. Furthermore, the side or catch 
'means tor engaging the adjacent lacing cross piece and 
holding the device in applied position is vformed as a part 
of this head portion 33. As shown in FIG. 4, two catch 
hooks 34 and 35 have been provided. These are ar 
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‘ranged in angular positions ‘which are approximately at 
right 'angles to the radii 36 and 37 which intersect the 
stem 20a at the approximate location of the bight of 
the lacing, such as bight 29 of FIGS. 3, 10 and 11. 

'It is intended to form'the device of FIGS. 4-6 from 
a sheet of suitable metal, such-for example as aluminum 
or magnesium or an alloy'of‘these metals, by means of 
a stampingprocess, ‘and accordingly the head portion 
33'is upwardly in concave or dished form, as illustrated, 
and thus conforms partially to vthe curve of ‘the instep 
'Where'the head of the device may be conveniently located. 
Theicatch hook members 34mm 35 are ‘cut from the 
material of'the'hea'd'piece 33 and bent'downwardly into 
appropriate hook formations as shown, terminating in 
tips 34' and 3-5’, respectively. These hook members 'may 
‘be formed "during the same ‘stamping operation which 
outlines and shapes the entire tightening device. 
Referring now to FIGS. 7-9 still anothenmodi?cation 

is'illustrated'which is a variation 'of the device’o-f FIGS. 
1-2. "In lfact,'the'st‘em“member 20b, catch hook member 
21b and catch hook 23b 'are'identical-with the respective 
parts of the device of FIGS. 1 and 2. ‘The handle portion 
22b "is 'als‘oisiniilar to handle 22'e'xcept that? the adjacent 
portion of stem 20b‘is'bent upwardly as shown‘ in'FIG. ‘8 
‘so as'to’plac’e handle 22b at a more convenient operating 

' position than ' handle :22. 

‘The-features of the device of FIGS. 7-9 are that, ?rst, 
‘it is provided with three catch hooks instead of a single 
catch hook,'and second, the two added catch hooks 37a 
and 38 are mounted to‘ project downwardly ‘from a‘curved 
arm 39 which extends from one'si'de of‘stem portion 2012 
near handle-22b in 'aT-pla'ne which is at an angle of about 
30° to stem‘portion 2017. As pointed out iii-connection 
with the catch‘hooks 34 and 35‘ of FIG. 4, the catch hooks 
37 and :38 are located soasto be approximately at right 
angles to radii which intersect one another at the bight 
location on 'stem'portion 20b (see FIG. 7, radii 40 and 
'41). ' 

With this construction, instead of a single catch hook, 
‘three'catch hooks'23b,"37 and 38-are provided which 
are angularly spaced from one another in order to‘give 
‘a choice of ‘means‘for engaging the "second cross piece 
of the lacing, thereby "affording a choice of tightness 
adjustment within less than half a turn 'or'rotation ofv the 
tightening ‘device. In additiomthe upward curvature of 
the arm 39 locates the two additional catch hook members 
37 and 38 at ‘a progressively'increasing distance‘ above the 
?rst catch hook =23b'a’nd? above the stem‘ portion 20, 2%. 
With this'a'rrangem'ent this device, like the forrnv shown in 
'FIGS. 4'—6,-'can be engaged ‘with a ‘cross piece ‘of the 
‘lacing which is directly 'at' or just below‘ the instep, and 
‘still the several catch hook members 23b, 37 and 38 can 
readily be engaged with a 'cross piece which is‘ located to 
wards the upper part ‘of the boot. 

It will be understood that although all three ‘forms of 
~‘my‘boot lacing tightening device ‘have been constructed 
-zfor clockwise rotation of‘the device in tightening the lac 
ing the device,‘ if so‘ desired, can readily be manufactured 
to provide tightening by means of a counterclockwise 
rotation. 
An additional‘ mariner in'which the tightening device 

‘may be adjusted in order to conveniently engage the‘catch 
hook'with vanadjacent lacing cross piece is by sliding 
the stemiportion '20, 20a .or 20b, as‘ the case-may be, 
'leng'thwisewith respect to the light 29 until the desired 
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4 
catch hook is in the proper position with respect to the 
adjacent cross piece (see FIGS. 10 and 11). The slid 
ing or shifting of the stem portion is possible because the 
stem portions are of uniform peripheral dimensions, or ap 
proximately so. 

I claim: 
1. A boot lacing tightening device comprising a 

slender elongated stem of a uniform cross-section having 
a longitudinal axis, a handle member integral with one 
end of said stem having a larger cross-section than said 
stem, a toe portion integral with the other end of said 
vstem and’curved upwardly ‘from said-axis and terminat 
ing in a tip and catch means on said "stem comprising'a 
hook which extends laterally and downwardly in a plane 
normal to said stem axis and terminating in a second‘ tip, 
the said toe portion tip being-insert-able beneath across 
piece' of a boot lacing‘so'that pressure on the stem in 
thelen'gthwise direction brings said ‘stem into engagement 
with the lacing thereby enabling the device to be-rotated 
inaplane'generally parallel with the lacing to-twist and 
tighten the lacing, and said hook adapted to engage with 
‘another crosspiece of a boot lacing'to maintain the lacing 
in a tightened condition. 

2. A boot lacing tightening device according to claim '1 
in which said catch means includes an arm extending from 
the stem near the handle in a generally semicircular curve 
towards the toe portion, and at least two catch-hooks 
projecting from thecurved arm. 

3. A‘boot lacing tightening device according to claim 2 
wherein‘thecurved arm extends towards the toe portion 
at an angle of approximately 30° to the plane through the 
stem at right angles to the plane passing through the stem 
and- toe'portion. 

4. A boot lacing’ tightening devicev comprising a slender 
elongated stem of a uniform‘ cross-section having a longi 
tudinal axis,v ahandle-member-integra-l with one end of 
said stem in the vform of an‘ upwardly dished plate mem 
ber, a toe- portion integral with the other end of said stem 
and curved upwardly from said axis terminating in a tip 
and catch means‘ on said plate member comprising at least 
one hook which extends laterally and downwardly and 
terminates in a second tip, said toe portion tip being in 
sertable beneath a crosspiece- of a ~ boot lacing so that 
pressure on the stem in the lengthwise-direction brings said 
stem into engagement with the lacing thereby enabling the 
'devic'e-to'be rotated in a‘ plane generally parallel with 
the lacing to twist and'tighten the lacing and said hook 
‘adapted to engage with another crosspiece of a boot lac 
ing to‘maintain the lacing in a tightened condition. 

5. A boot lacing tightening device as settorth in claim 
4 in which the toe portion'has a lateral projection to lock 
beyond the boot lacing and prevent disengagement there 
'from. 
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